THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

THE HEIGHT
OF SKI CHIC

The best hotels,
chalets and homes
in the mountains

RUSTIC
CHARM

Living a stylish
country life
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THE INSIDER | INTERIORS

BOLD AS BRASS

The wrought iron bed gets a 21st-century makeover in souped-up neon mint and yellow.
The Wrought Iron & Brass Bed Company’s zany designs include a four-poster bed
constructed from scaffolding cast-offs. The vintage-style pieces retain their British heritage
in simple, elegant styles, all hand made on the edge of the Queen’s Sandringham Estate.
From £599 for a double, plus £75 for coloured finishes. wroughtironandbrassbed.co.uk

CHANNEL HOPPING
Traditional British upholstery meets French flair in George Smith’s latest capsule
collection by Jean-Louis Deniot. The nine-piece suite is composed of elegant, feminine
lines, drawing on neoclassicism. With sumptuous fabrics in liveable colours with
eye-catching piping, they’re designed with enough character to stand alone in a room.
From £1,500; georgesmith.co.uk

Design
Notes
News and inspiration from
the world of interiors
CATCH OF
THE DAY

DON'T
MISS

There’s something
fishy going on at
Decorum Est. They’ve launched a collection of tiles made
from fish skins, yes, you heard that right. Scales of salmon,
perch, wolf fish and cod have been layered with vellum
and other luxury materials to create
highly textured, one-of-a-kind
surfaces. It’s surprisingly strong
and flexible, and patterns can
be designed to spec.
£500 per sq/m. decorum-est.co.uk

ONTO A WINNER

Three cheers for the Trophy
Lamp from Nika Zupanc’s Collection
III for Sé. Simple, futuristic, with a
warming brassy glow, line them up
in all four powdery colourways to
evoke the spirit of the 1950s.
£840; se-london.com
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THE LONDON
ANTIQUE TEXTILES
& TRIBAL ART FAIR
This is the place to go for
unusual one-off pieces. From
Chinese robes and ikats from
Afghanistan to Ottoman
embroideries, pick up fabric
from all corners of the globe.
Plus, there’s high quality
vintage costume,
shell jewellery
from Papua
New Guineau
and tribal
sculpture.
2 NOVEMBER
pa-antiques.
co.uk

OUT OF THE CLOSET
It’s hard to think of integrated storage as stylish,
but Brilliant Project has nailed chic solutions.
Having manufactured for big brands for 15
years, they’ve finally launched their own label
online. So, you get to do the fun creative bit,
and they’ll make it happen, without any fuss.
Their mix and match storage units and sliding
doors come in 19 finishes, and the neutral colour
palette means they can be slotted together.
brilliantproject.com

